
Supplementary Analysis: making religious 
instruction 'opt-in' 

Section 1: General information 

Purpose 

To support Ministers' decisions at LEG on 14 November on introducing the Education and 
Training Bill, including the amendment to make religious instruction 'opt-in.' 

Key Limitations or Constraints on Analysis 

The Ministry of Education (the Ministry) has limited data available to inform the impact analysis. 
The Ministry does not collect data on how many State primary and intermediate schools and kura 
allow religious instruction, which religions are instructed, or the ways that boards are allowing 
religious instruction, including whether cor:iditions are being met. 

Each year, the Ministry and the Human Rights Commission receive correspondence about 
religion in schools, including concerns that boards of trustees allowing religious instruction are not 
acting in ways that are consistent with the New Zealand Bill of Rights Act 1990 (the NZBORA). 

The Cabinet Social Wellbeing Committee, acting on behalf of Cabinet, agreed to the Minister of 
Education directing the Ministry of Education to partner with the Religious Diversity Centre to start 
a broader conversation about religion in schools. This work programme may lead to advice on 
whether any further changes are desirable and options for what these changes could include. 
The timing of this work programme has not been confirmed yet. 

The proposal to change education law so that boards of trustees of State primary schools who 
choose to close their school to allow religious instruction may only do so if the religious instruction 
is given on an opt-in basis has not been formally consulted on. 

The Ministry of Education recently consulted on and released guidelines on religious instruction in 
primary schools which encourage an 'opt-in' process. One recommendation in the guidelines is 
that schools adopt a signed consent approach to religious instruction. 

There were 100 submitters during consultation. Over half wanted a law change to increase 
regulation of religious instruction in schools or remove religious instruction from schools. 

Some submitters suggested that a complete removal of religious instruction from schools may not 
be politically feasible. Submitters suggested that, at minimum, law changes should include: 
• making religious instruction 'opt-in';
• removing the board's ability to close the school for religious instruction, and instead only

allowing religious instruction when the school is usually closed for instruction (i.e. before
school, after school, and lunch times);

• making following the guidelines mandatory;
• extending the secular requirements to secondary schools; and
• requiring more government oversight of the content of religious instruction programmes, the

certification of religious instruction volunteers, and the decision making processes of boards
around whether, and how religious instruction is allowed to take place.

Through this submissions process, NZEI supported the Ministry's recommendation as "adopting a 
signed consent approach" - interpreted as 'opting in'. NZEl's policy document for their 2019 
annual meeting states that "attendance of pupils at religious instruction programmes must be 
voluntary" and "parents or caregivers who wish their children to attend religious instruction should 
be required to opt into the programme in writing.''1

The New Zealand School Trustees Association (the NZST A) commented that it would now be 
more appropriate, and more consistent with, the secular nature of state schooling to require any 

NZEl's policy document may be found on their website: 
https://www.nzei.org.nz/UploadedFiles/Policy/Policy Document for Annual Meeting 2019 and website 
201906.pdf 
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